Many submissions such as case reports, small case series, or studies that reach negative conclusions may be more appropriately submitted as a Brief Report rather than a Regular Manuscript. We will rarely accept Case Reports as a Regular Manuscript. The Editor and Editorial Board recommend the Letter to the Editor format for articles that reference a previously published article or for letters expressing an opinion about the journal.

**BRIEF REPORT GUIDELINES:**
- Limited to 4 double-spaced pages excluding an Abstract; do not use sub-headings. Brief Reports are cited in PubMed.
- Maximum of four (4) references. References listing more than 4 authors should use et al after the third author's name.
- Limited to two (2) figures or tables. If figures cannot be converted to black and white, the author must be willing to pay for color ($775.00).
- In general, authors of case reports should use the Brief Report format.
- “Case Report and Review of Literature” SHOULD NOT be included in the title.
- When submitting the paper, choose “Brief Report” as the Article Type.
- The paper should include a title page with Corresponding Author information: complete mailing address, phone and fax number, e-mail address.
- Online only submission option available – color charges do not apply for illustrations.

**PREPARATION OF ELECTRONIC MANUSCRIPTS**
- Double-space using 1” margins, and number the pages.
- Numbers from one to ten should be spelled out, except when used for all units of measurement (time, dimensions, degrees, weight, volume, dosage, etc.), percentage, and decimals; for numbers above ten, numerals should be used.
- Standard References: Dorland’s Medical Dictionary and Webster’s International Dictionary.
- Scientific names for drugs should be used when possible. Capitalize copyright or trade names of drugs.
- Express units of measure, e.g., dosage, in the metric system, and temperature in degrees centigrade.
- Include corresponding author's name, address, telephone number, and e-mail address on the title page.
- Include a Copyright Release Form with signatures of all authors listed on the manuscript.
- An Abstract of 200 words or less must be submitted to run at the beginning of the article, rather than a summary at the end.
- All papers need to be submitted as word documents, not pdf’s.

**PREPARATION OF ILLUSTRATIONS**
- Black and white illustrations will be reproduced FREE of charge, but the Editor reserves the right to establish a reasonable limit upon the number supplied. Color illustrations will be published at the author's expense. For one color photo, the fee is $775.00. The cost graduates with each additional photo: 2 = $1250.00, 3 = $1385.00, 4 = $1520.00, 5 = $1655.00, 6 = $1790.00, 7 = $1925.00, 8 = $2060.00.
- Ensure line drawings are readable after necessary reduction. Number illustrations, and they should be accompanied by a separate legend sheet with a description of each figure.

**REFERENCES**
- Number references consecutively in the order in which they are mentioned in the text. In the double-spaced listing at the end of the manuscript, use three (3) author names before using et al. If there are only four (4) authors, use all names. Use no periods or commas in author or journal names. For journals: use last name, initials (for all authors); article title (INDEX MEDICUS abbreviation or spelled out), year, volume number, page range. Example: Smith AJ, Jones BJ. Snowmobile trauma. Am J Surg 1993;15:145-53.
- For books: Last name, initials (for all authors and/or editors); book title, edition (if more than one); location and name of publisher, year of publication; page number(s) if needed to direct readers to a specific section.

**TABLES**
- Tables should be double-spaced on separate pages. They should be numbered and cited in the text of the article. Abbreviations should be kept to a minimum or appropriately annotated.
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